Quantum steering is a relatively simple test for proving that the values of quantum-mechanical measurement outcomes come into being only in the act of measurement. By exploiting quantum correlations, Alice can influence-steer-Bob's physical system in a way that is impossible in classical mechanics, as shown by the violation of steering inequalities. Demonstrating this and similar quantum effects for systems of increasing size, approaching even the classical limit, is a long-standing challenging problem. Here, we prove an experimentally feasible unbounded violation of a steering inequality. We derive its universal form where tolerance for measurement-setting errors is explicitly built in by means of the Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink entropic uncertainty relation. Then, generalizing the mutual unbiasedness, we apply the inequality to the multisinglet and multiparticle bipartite Bell state. However, the method is general and opens the possibility of employing multiparticle bipartite steering for randomness certification and development of quantum technologies, e.g., random access codes.
Introduction.-Bell nonlocality is demonstrated when the correlations between the outcomes of spacelike separated measurements violate a Bell inequality. To violate existing Bell inequalities, two spacelike separated parties, Alice and Bob, with d-dimensional local systems need to perform an exponential (in d) number of measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] . According to the monogamy relation [5] , Alice and Bob could violate a Bell inequality using OðdÞ measurements; however, existing inequalities are far from this regime and, so, are experimentally unfeasible [6] .
Quantum steering inequalities have recently been considered as weaker, and correspondingly more feasible, tests of the quantumness of correlations compared to Bell inequalities [7] [8] [9] . They can expect to see significant applications [10, 11] and such inequalities for large systems enable tests of quantum mechanics outside of typical regimes. Quantum steering inequalities quantify the amount of quantum steering [12, 13] that can be achieved, that is, the discrepancy between the full quantum-mechanical treatment and the local hidden state (LHS) model, where one of the observers, e.g., Alice, performs classical measurements. The assumption of the objective existence of local states that specifies the outcome of local measurements bounds the amount Alice can steer Bob's state. Violation of a steering inequality by a factor of Oð ffiffiffi d p Þ requires d þ 1 observables in the form of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) [14] . This scenario necessitates the complementarity relation among the bases to be fulfilled exactly, which is experimentally impossible to attain. Steering is intimately linked to Bell nonlocality. This relation is rather complex [15] but, for the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell inequality, steering is limited by the strength of some finegrained uncertainty relations [16] .
Here, we provide the first general formulation of a quantum steering inequality with tolerance to errors in measurement settings. This is a significant step towards observing an unbounded violation of a steering inequality for a multiparticle bipartite Bell-singlet state. The method provides robustness with respect to the degree of unbiasedness of bases: it employs generalized MUBs where unbiasedness varies from one observable (or its eigenvector) to another, and reveals a link to the Deutsch-MaassenUffink entropic relations. Our formula fits various physical systems, but since mesoscopic quantum effects are subtle, technological requirements for an apparatus are high. Here, we focus on a quantum-optical implementation based on polarization entangled squeezed vacuum states generated by parametric down-conversion, polarization rotations, and photon-counting detection.
Violation of steering inequalities has been demonstrated for a single photon [17, 18] , two-photon singlet [19] , and Werner states [20] . Since quantum steering is interpreted as a quantum-information task where classical measurements simulate an untrusted device, it was extended to a multipartite scenario useful for semi-device-independent certification of entanglement in quantum networks [21] . Our approach employing generalized MUBs will boost the young field of quantum random access codes by enabling more near-optimal and robust scenarios [22] .
Main result.-Consider the quantum steering scenario shown in Fig. 1 . Alice and Bob have local access to subsystems of a bipartite quantum state ρ. Alice chooses one of her settings x ∈ N N , N j ≡ f1; …; jg, measures a nondegenerate observable A x with eigenvectors fφ a x g, and receives a result a ∈ N d with probability pðajxÞ ¼ Trfðjφ a x ihφ a x j ⊗ IÞρg. When Alice obtains the result a, the conditional state
is "created at a distance" at Bob's location. For a maximally entangled state and ideal measurements in MUBs, fσ a x g (renormalized to have unit trace) is an orthonormal basis for each value of a. In nonideal circumstances, the fσ a x g will be close to some orthonormal bases fϕ a x g. This can be quantified by the steering functional
The maximal quantum value of (2) equals the number of settings, S Q ¼ N, and reveals the perfect match. Please note that the quantity (2) is a function of a set of measurements
x jg and the state ρ on which it is performed, so more formally S Q ¼ S Q ðM; F; ρÞ.
If the shared state ρ is separable, by measuring its subsystems, Alice can only generate states (at Bob's side) that possess the LHS model [14] . In this case, we denote ρ by ρ LHS . Within this model, Alice's measurements are untrusted; i.e., they are treated as a black box which receives inputs (x's) and reports outcomes (a's) with probability p λ ðajxÞ, where λ labels the hidden (physical) state. We denote these classical measurements by M C . The Bob's conditional state is an average over the ensemble of local hidden states σ λ [9] 
where Λ is a finite set of indices λ, and non-negative coefficients q λ fulfill P λ∈Λ q λ ¼ 1. Then, the steering functional equals
Its maximal value depends on the choice of Bob's bases fϕ a x g and will be estimated below. Equation (4) can be considered as a function of classical measurements M C , quantum measurements F, and the state ρ LHS on which they are performed, S LHS ¼ S LHS ðM C ; F; ρ LHS Þ. For the given measurement F, the general form of a steering inequality is S Q ðM; F; ρÞ ≤ sup M C ;ρ LHS S LHS ðM C ; F; ρ LHS Þ. The maximal degree of violation of this inequality by quantum states is
An unbounded quantum violation is observed if V Q is an increasing function of some experimental parameters, e.g., of the amount of entanglement in ρ or number of settings. An unbounded violation of (5) has been shown for a sequence of maximally entangled states with increasing local dimension d (e.g., larger and larger spin) [14] . However, it requires Bob to perform complex measurements, namely, in MUBs with a linearly diverging number of settings
For a large dimension, their existence is only known for special cases, and precise experimental verification of their defining feature jhϕ a x jϕ b y ij 2 ¼ 1=d for x ≠ y is unfeasible. Rather than trying to cure these problems, our method shall overcome them. We will relax the MUB condition by allowing the unbiasedness to vary from one observable or its eigenvector to another and will seek for the maximal overlap between the bases. In this way, our result is naturally linked to the Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink uncertainty relations [23, 24] saying that the Shannon entropies of measurement outcomes of two nondegenerate observables obtained in two bases fϕ Our main result is the following. Theorem 1.-Given a quantum steering scenario involving x ∈ N N settings, a ∈ N d outcomes, and a set of N orthonormal eingenbases F ¼ fϕ a x g defining the receiver's (Bob's) measurements, the LHS steering functional is bounded from above by
where C i ¼ max x C xðNþx−imodNÞ and C xy ¼ max a;b jhϕ a x jϕ b y ij for x, y ∈ N N is defined as in the Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink uncertainty relations. This implies
In particular, a weaker bound holds
FIG. 1. Quantum steering scenario: Alice and Bob share a bipartite state ρ, either entangled (green) or separable (red), and Bob would like to verify which one this is. Alice performs a measurement using an untrusted device of one of her N observables A x , and communicates to Bob the outcome a which she receives with probability pðajxÞ. Bob applies his measurement σ a x and checks violation of the steering inequality (8) .
The proof is included in the Supplemental Material (SM) [25] , Section 1. Consequently, any ρ for which there exists M, F such that S Q ðM; F; ρÞ > 1 þ P N−1 i¼1 C i violates the steering inequality. The dependence solely on the maximal overlap C frees us from the necessity of precisely controlling all MUB conditions one by one, as required in previous approaches [14] . Unbounded violation of the steering inequality is obtained when the ratio S Q ðM ðdÞ ; F ðdÞ ; ρ ðdÞ Þ=ð1 þ P N−1 i¼1 C ðdÞ i Þ, where d is a local dimension of ρ, goes to infinity with d.
It is unclear whether the bound in the Theorem is tight. For the scenario where
, as in Ref. [14] . We can obtain the upper bound V Q ≤ N by noting that, for the measurements M ¼ fφ However, the key application of our bound is the following unbounded violation with respect to the local dimension that is robust to experimental imperfections.
We take the number of measurements to be a function increasing sublinearly with the dimension and set Bob's measurements to be bases such that
is unbounded using the number of measurements increasing slower than linearly with the dimension. For ϵ ¼ 0, the ϵ-generalized MUBs reproduce the original MUBs and V Q the scaling of [14] .
Implementation.-We now turn our abstract mathematical result into a form which could be tested in a laboratory. First, we consider independent multiple copies of a singlet state jΨi ¼ jψ − i ⊗k with a single-pair fidelity F < 1, and the measurements in ϵ-generalized MUBs. The measurements are taken for each pair individually but for all pairs at the same time. The conclusive version of the experiment requires introducing a nonunit efficiency η < 1 for each detector at Alice's side [19] . The local dimension of the state
p , see, e.g., [29] . We take the number of settings growing slower than the dimension, N ¼ d 1−σ ¼ 2 kð1−σÞ for 0 ≤ σ < 1 (N is assumed to be integer), and
p (see SM [25] , Section 2). Exponential unbounded violation of order of Oðð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2 1−ϵ p ηFÞ k Þ is observed if ϵ < 2 log 2 ðηFÞ þ 1 (similar analysis can be performed for N ¼ ⌊d 1−σ ⌋ leading to complex formulas). Remarkably, for any fidelity and efficiency satisfying ηF > 1= ffiffi ffi 2 p , there exist ϵ such that the violation grows exponentially with the number of pairs k. However, ηF < 1 limits the set of ϵ MUBs which lead to the violation [log 2 ðηFÞ < 0]. Ultimately, for ηF approaching 1= ffiffi ffi 2 p , only the original MUBs (ϵ ¼ 0) can be used. It is clear that the best violation of (9) is obtained for the original MUBs, ϵ ¼ 0. Increasing ϵ results in monotonic decrease of the violation, but its exponential character is preserved. Figure 2 depicts dependence of the violation on the efficiency η for F ¼ 0.98, ϵ ¼ 0.1, and σ ¼ 0.5. For these parameters, the minimal required efficiency for observing the violation equals η ¼ 0.75. The figure reveals an interesting property of quantum steering: exponential decay of the global fidelity F k and efficiency η k , observed for multipair sources of entangled qubits, is suppressed by an exponential number of measurements. The latter is possible for handling a small number of qubits (as in quantum tomography). In fact, this proposal has recently been demonstrated for the case of k ¼ 4 copies and N ¼ 2 settings corresponding to two MUB elements [30] . The main challenge in this type of experiments is extending the number of settings and creating more MUBs. This seems to require a significant nonlinearity, a resource which is rare. Hence, below, we shall consider a system where an unbounded violation is possible using solely linear optics.
We will now employ a quantum-optical scheme based on a parametric-down-conversion source generating a polarization entangled squeezed vacuum [31] . Its quantum correlations posses the same rotational invariance as the two-photon polarization singlet and can be seen as two copies of approximate original EPR correlations. Because of this property, these states have recently been successfully used to reveal a Bell nonlocality which does not vanish in the limit of large populations and numbers of settings [32] . Using the same key feature and the ϵ-generalized MUBs implemented by merely polarization rotations, we will show that entangled squeezed vacuum states lead to unbounded violation of our steering inequality.
An entangled squeezed vacuum can be expressed as a superposition of 2n-photon polarization singlet states
is creation operator for a spatial mode a (b) and H (V) denotes horizontal (vertical) polarization [33, 34] , (see SM [25] , Section 3A). Perfect correlations present in each multiparticle singlet are manifested by equal photon numbers in orthogonal polarizations in the spatial modes 
They are preserved with respect to the global rotations of polarization. Each spatial mode in jψ n i contains a fixed number of particles equal to n. Projections on Fock states constitute a natural framework for Bob's measurements. They reveal the correlations but, also, distinguish jψ n i from jψ n 0 i, which leads to post-selective creation of jψ n i from the squeezed vacuum state jΨi. Thus, in our considerations, we will now focus on a particular jψ n i.
To show unbounded violation (9) for (10) we will adopt a strategy similar to the one used in [32] : we will examine the correlations after applying incremental rotations on the spatial modes (the setup is shown in the SM [25] , Section 3B), further denoted by θ x . Each mode represents a d ¼ ðn þ 1Þ dimensional Hilbert space spanned by one of the bases enumerated by x ∈ N N , generated by an appropriate polarization rotation
They correspond to Bob's fϕ m x g bases discussed in the Theorem and represent the ϵ-generalized MUBs (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material [25] ). Alice's measurements are given by jϕ n−m ðθ x Þi. We then have the following. Proposition.-Given a set of N Bob's measurement bases fjϕ m x ig≔fjϕ m ðθ x Þig with m¼f0g∪N n and x ∈ N N , defined by some set of angles 0 ≤ θ x < π=2, C ¼ max x;y;a;b jhϕ a x jϕ b y ij equals the maximal overlap between fjϕ m ð0Þig and fjϕ m ðθÞig with θ ¼ min x;y jθ x − θ y j Q as a function of n and detection efficiency η. As expected, the violation gets stronger for the increasing population of the system (larger n-s) but, also, for higher efficiencies. We notice a discrepancy between the value of critical efficiency for n ¼ 1 (d ¼ 2, the singlet case) shown in this figure η ¼ 0.86 and the one reported in literature η ¼ 0.62 [19] . It probably reveals that our estimation of the classical bound is not tight.
Discussion.-We have derived the first fault-tolerant steering inequality and provided an experimentally feasible method of obtaining a quantum violation for large quantum systems. The fault-tolerance is obtained using the DeutschMaassen-Uffink uncertainty relations [4] Squeezed vacuum states produced in parametric downconversion, with a mean photon-number of order of ten, are available in laboratories [31, 34, 35] . Each jψ n i is created by post-selection: measurements at Alice's (or Bob's) side reveal photon numbers in all modes. Realizations could utilize techniques presented in [36, 37] or integrated optics equipped with superconducting transition-edge sensors possessing near-perfect efficiencies and well-resolved (9) computed for multiparticle Bell-singlet states jψ n i (10), detection efficiency η, and the best N found for given n (see Fig. 3 ). White area indicates no violation. [40] [41] [42] .
The discussed unbounded violations emphasize disparity between steering and Bell-nonlocality correlations. Violation of Bell inequalities with a small number of settings vanishes for singlet states built from macroscopic qubits [43, 44] and multiparticle Bell-singlet states [32] . Clarifying the possibility of loophole-free steering and the role of the fair sampling assumption similar to [45] necessitates further research.
Our approach may be exploited in several quantuminformation tasks of great technological interest. It addresses the idea of partial characterization of devices developed in terms of semi-device-independent scenarios [46] . Multiparticle steering certifies randomness, and it may foster optimal strategies in quantum random access codes.
Our findings pose intriguing open questions. How would the number of settings scale in the best steering monogamy relations [47] ? Furthermore, could an asymmetric steering reveal quantumness more adequately than the original one (cf. [48] )? An affirmative answer may result in applications for information processing. Within the quantum-information resources theory, can a rigidity theorem [48] be established for multiparticle bipartite steering? It would also be interesting to examine our result within general probabilistic theories of the receiver's system (cf. Note added.-Recently, it has been brought to our attention that the result equivalent to a weaker part of the present theorem has been provided and analyzed in [50] . The Supplemental Information comprises detailed proofs of the Theorem and the Proposition from the main text, as well as computations related to the discussed implementations.
I. THE MAIN THEOREM
Consider the following steering scenario: there are two space-like separated observers, Alice and Bob. Alice chooses one of her settings x ∈ N N , N j = {1, . . . , j}, and receives a result a ∈ N d . When Alice obtains the result a, the conditional state σ Let us define a steering functional as a set of d × d real matrices
such that N and d are natural numbers and a F a x = I d×d . For a given assemblage σ, the functional F produces a real number
Its maximal value taken on the set Q, obtained for an assemblage σ, is called the quantum bound and reads
It is also possible to define an assemblage corresponding to the local hidden state model (LHS). Within this model, Alice's measurements are untrusted, i.e. they are treated as a black box which receives inputs (x-es) and reports outcomes (a-s) with probability p λ (a|x), where λ labels the hidden (physical) state. This assemblage consists of elements of the following formσ
where Λ is a finite set of indices and nonnegative coefficients q λ fulfill λ∈Λ q λ = 1. Thus, the LHS assemblagē σ = {σ a x : a ∈ N d , x ∈ N N } and the set of all assemblagesσ is denoted by LHS. The maximal value of the steering functional F obtained for the LHS asemblage equals to
Note that Eqs. (S3) and (S5) are in agreement with their counterparts given in the main text (Eqs. (2) and (4)) in the following way. The assemblage σ ∈ Q is a result of the Alice's masurement M performed on a bipartite quantum state ρ ∈ Q, whileσ ∈ LHS is a result of Alice's classical measurement M C on a bipartite separable state ρ LHS , which represents the LHS model. The following inequality, which holds true for any LHS assemblageσ
is called the steering inequality. The maximal degree of violation of this inequality by quantum states is
Whenever V (F ) > 1, the inequality is violated.
Theorem. Given a quantum steering scenario involving x ∈ N N settings, a ∈ N d outcomes, and the set of orthonormal eingenbases F = {φ a x } defining the receiver's (Bob's) measurements, the LHS steering functional is bounded from above by
where 
where C = max i C i = max x =y C x,y .
Proof
Outline of the proof. The proof involves a surprisingly powerful modification of the former analysis presented in [14] : it builds-in tolerance for possible errors in measurement settings. This was not possible in the framework of [14] . In [14] the steering functional S LHS is bounded by the operator norm of a Gram matrix G with matrix elements equal G ax,by := p(a|x) p(b|y) φ a x |φ b y . Its estimation is very troublesome because the matrix involves probabilities of an unknown value, resulting from the LHS model. Hence, any upper bound on the matrix norm G ∞ = sup |v , v =1 Gv must optimize over all probability values. Our new technique presented here exploits the tensor structure appearing due to double indices. This is done by means of a specific decomposition of the x, y part of the structure, which employs mutually orthogonal shift n × n matrices. This key trick allows to go much further beyond the rough estimates of hidden probabilities parameters used so far. The latter allows to bound the maximal eigenvalue of the product G † G thus, the singular value of G as well, by factorizing out the probabilities due to their normalization rather then simply binding them all by unity. This allows to control the degree of mutual unbiasedness among all the bases individually i.e. from one pair to another, in terms of Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink parameters.
Quantum value. Here we compute the maximal quantum value of the steering functional S Q (F ) for F = |φ 
(S12)
Classical value. Here we describe a general method of computation of the classical bound S LHS (F ). Set σ a x = λ q λ p λ (x|a) σ λ . Then, the following inequality holds
Since it holds for any σ a x ,
This results from the duality between l 1 (Ω, S
, which is shown below. Let X be a Banach space and X * -its dual space (space of functionals). Let f ∈ X * , f : X → C, be a linear and bounded operator. For x ∈ X and f ∈ X * we denote f, x = f (x). The duality is defined as follows
Using the duality
and (S15) we obtain
Eventually, this results in the following inequality 
In the following discussion we will omit the index λ. Let us define the shift operator S : C N → C N acting on the bases vectors in the following way
and observe that N i=1 S i = I -every element of I is equal to 1. We decompose G in the following way
where
and S i = (x, y) : S i xy = 1 . Next, we use the following fact
Hence, in order to estimate the norm of G we have to estimate the norm of A i . It is given by the maximal singular value of A i or, equivalently, the maximal eigenvalue of A i A † i squared. Since this operator is block-diagonal (S i are permutation operators), we have to calculate the maximal singular value of G xy taking into account the proper index of i. To this end, let us estimate the singular value of G xy possessing the following general form 
where α 
Therefore, in order to estimate the norm of G we must calculate the maximal absolute value of the overlap between vectors α max xy of the basis given by the number x, y. Then, the norm
: (x, y) ∈ S i (C i is the Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink parameter for each i). Let us observe that for x = y it is just the identity transformation between these two bases (it corresponds to the case i = N ) hence, α max N = 1 and
Thus, the quantum violation of the steering inequality reads
This ends the proof of the main Theorem. Remark 1. The weaker bound can be obtained by assuming the worst case scenario in calculation of the norm of G
where C = α max = max x =y α max xy 
This is the matrix G but without probabilities p(a|x) and p(b|y). Let us observe that if the matrix O has a blockToeplitz form O xy = O x+1,y+1 for x, y ∈ N N , then the inequality for S LHS takes the form
and . . . , . . . are the ceiling and floor functions, respectively. Below we provide an explanation of this observation instead of a formal proof. The observation builds on the symmetry of the Hermitian matrix O revealing a block-Toeplitz structure, which implies α 
+1
). Any O i corresponding to higher i reproduces the previous ones modulo Hermitian conjugate of its elements. This does not change the singular value of the matrices contained in the set.
Correspondence with the notation used in the main text. By B(H) we denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. It is known that any quantum assemblage is its quantum realization, i.e. it can be generated remotely by performing a POVM measurement M = {E a x : x ∈ N N , a ∈ N d } ⊂ B(H A ) (H A is the Alice's local Hilbert space, E a x ≥ 0 for every x, a, and a E a x = I, for every x) performed on the subsystem of the bipartite state ρ ∈ B(H A ⊗ H B ) as follows
In this context it is worth noting that S Q (F ) equals sup M,ρ S(M, F, ρ), where
Thus, to experimentally prove that V (F ) > 1, one has to show that its lower bound (
is greater than 1. This is due to the fact S Q (F ) = sup M,ρ S(M, F, ρ). Therefore, to show that V (F ) is unbounded, it is enough to construct a sequence (
II. IMPLEMENTATION 1: MULTIPLE COPIES OF A SINGLET STATE
In the case of a state consisting of k independent copies of a singlet state
of single-pair fidelity F < 1, efficiency η < 1 for each detector at Alice's and the measurements in -generalized MUBs which are taken over k pairs simultaneously, we use the following substitutions to the Eq. (S35)
where 0 ≤ σ < 1 assures that the number of settings grows slower than the dimension. F < 1 and η < 1 modify the quantum value of the steering functional to (ηF ) k S Q and the condition (9) to
In order for V η Q to be unbounded, the following condition has to be fulfilled
This shows that for any ηF >
there exists , 0 ≤ < 2 log 2 (ηF ) + 1 < 1, such that V η Q grows exponentially with the number of pairs k. Fig. S1 shows the experimental setup for testing steering inequalities with entangled squeezed vacuum state which we consider. To show unbounded violation (9) for |ψ n we will examine the correlations after applying incremental rotations on the spatial modes, further denoted by θ x . Each mode represents a d = n + 1-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by one of the basis enumerated by x ∈ N N , generated by an appropriate polarization rotation |φ m (θ x ) := |(n − m) H+θx , m V +θx . 
which gives q θ,n = l max = m max for given n and θ. Finally, let us notice that
where q θ,n = n sin 2 θ − cos 2 θ + 1.
The second step is to estimate how fast C (n) (θ) goes to zero. For this task, the floor function might be omitted thus, q θ,n ≈ n sin 2 θ + 1 − cos 2 θ = n sin 2 θ + sin 2 θ = (n + 1) sin 2 θ ≈ n sin 2 θ for large n. The binomial coefficient can be approximated with the Stirling's formula n! ≈ (n/e) n √ 2πn in the following way n n sin 2 θ = n! (n sin 2 θ)! (n − n sin 2 θ)! = n! (n sin 2 θ)! (n cos 2 θ)! ≈ (n/e) n √ 2πn
(n/e sin 2 θ) n sin 2 θ √ 2πn sin 2 θ(n/e cos 2 θ) n cos 2 θ √ 2πn cos 2 θ 
This result was confirmed analytically for n = 1 and N = 2. In case of even n this set is not the best possible, since it may not include the global minima, but allows to assure that S (n+1)
LHS . The maximal number of settings N is limited by the number of settings of the stepper motor driving the polarizer, usually around 400 per full rotation.
In the second step our algorithm goes through all N = 1, 2, . . ., computes V Q for given n and finds the maximal value. The result is a pair N opt , V Q . The bounds for the lossy case are then computed as
Figs. 3-4 in the main text display V Q and V η Q computed with the above method. It is worth noting that the erratic shape of N (n) opt is not accidental and results from (S57). Generally, the higher n, the more settings have to be used in order to maximize V Q . However, this relation is not monotonic and there are n-s for which N (n) opt > N (n+1) opt .
